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Seidl’s net

In Throat, Georg Seidl sings an encore called The Curtain, a love song 
but of  the folk kind where the lovers’ connection is too innocent and 
their severance too cruel. His voice is so exquisite it makes your skin feel 
as if  it will flee your body in delight.

The song ends in profound sorrow, but there is a coda heralded by a 
bright tune walked over the accordion, and Georg tilts his head back and 
opens his mouth wide to the sky for a last bellow of  release. You notice 
that covering his mouth he has a net made of  loose hessian sewn into a 
band that fits over his gums because one night he threw his head back, 
opened his mouth for that last cathartic wail of  The Curtain, and a bored 
fool in the front row chucked a peanut in. It nearly killed Georg, but the 
audience was ruined with laughter for the peanut was as catastrophic to 
both song and aplomb as a stick in the spokes of  a speeding bike. 

He wears the mouth-web for all his concerts now, but it’s become 
a sad commonplace to bounce objects off  the net: nuts, coins, sweets. 
Georg has no humour about it, but he’s learnt to hide his dismay. 

On occasion, people of  great wit attend the show. Once, when he’d 
thrown his head back for the last long note of  release, a goldfish was 
lobbed perfectly onto the net. Georg’s eyes opened and, with growing 
concern, lowered to the fish bucking and bouncing on his netted mouth. 
His voice left the road of  the melody dramatically, and people still speak 
of  that detour as the most peculiar human sound they ever heard.
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Mood Cube 132

Dimension: 15’’³
Colour: Light blue, dark blue, gold.
Smell: None.
Taste: Not applicable.
Title: Untitled.

Mood Cube 132 is not my favourite, yet I’m drawn to it. (The curator at 
the Hub says I haunt it.) In truth, much as I gain from 132, the cube dis-
turbs me, but I need to visit it for the memories it holds of  my lost wife.

The cube allows you to put your head inside, and it is light enough to 
lift and rotate about your head, though the arms weary after a time; it’s 
better to stick your head in as you would a bucket. The description on 
the cell plaque doesn’t do justice to the design within. The light blue is a 
velvet wash of  sky covering the majority of  the inside surface, which is 
smooth wood underneath the paint. The internal surface of  this sphere 
has been eaten away in tiny areas. Salt eats away zinc in a similar way, 
leaving hypnotic, seductive shapes etched into the metal. In 132 I don’t 
know how the effect is achieved, but I want it to be by a microscopic 
insect, or by exquisite, sight-destroying tooling. These eaten patches are 
the dark blue areas, and within these cobalt grottoes, fine gold dust has 
been blown, in places so scant a speck inhabits one of  the etched holes; 
in places so voluminous the gold covers all the blue. Within, the cube 
has the look of  a perfect earth viewed from miles above, and I can be-
lieve myself  in low orbit above a sea-world made entirely of  small dark 
blue and gold islands.

I was a precocious tale-reader as a child. I believe this one single 
defect is what creates a romantic of  a human. For me, 132 is a cube that 
feeds directly into a yearning for the romantic; for the inexistent ideal. 
The mood it inspires in me is wonder, and possibility, and lands of  cre-
ation yet unrealised. This is why I suspect the cube is untitled: it awaits 
population, as do the islands I see miles below on the sphere carved on 
the interior surface of  the cube. Yet 132 is tied with an unpickable knot 
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to one memory of  my wife. The look of  the eaten-away areas and their 
appearance as islands always bring this memory to mind― 

Shortly before she disappeared, we spent time on an island in the 
south. We’d lately been having trouble, and that night talked long into 
darkness about our lives, and our lives together. Her red hair in the 
moonlight shone like battery wire. I reminded her of  the Cornish belief  
women with red hair can’t make good butter; she told me red-haired 
men were not allowed to be printers for they spoilt paper. The night, the 
island, the sea, the seduction of  talking to someone mostly in shadow 
lent the night a mystic appeal, but I’d also the impression my wife was 
gradually becoming transparent, frosting over, or fading like the cine-
matic image of  a ghost. When we finally went in to the hut where we 
were staying, we discovered the night heat and wind had blown salt on 
us until we were both as rimed as sailors. We’d not felt a thing, but when 
we ran our hands over our arms and faces, they came up covered with 
a fine white dust. 

It was a known atmospheric effect, but the locals chose to believe 
the spirits of  drowned sailors periodically dragged their lines of  ghost 
fish over the island. These spectral fish passed silent and unseen over 
and through us, the only remnant being the rime left on our skin. This 
was called The Trolling in local lore, and naturally this was the explana-
tion we believed. 

The cube brings the memory of  that perfect night to mind, but the 
hook on it, the last unused hook on that trolling line, is the disappear-
ance of  my wife soon after, and my belief  that what I’d thought at the 
time – that she was fading into ghost-hood as we talked on that beach 
– was the truth, and when she went for good it was the completion of  a 
vanishing begun that night.
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The Trolling

The fish were once men, uru; 
the trolling is homecoming.
The ghosts of  fishermen tug 
their lines of  catch over the 
island, and over and through 
the bodies of  the land-hobbled.
Their skins recall, and from 
beneath their scales comes 
not sea salt but revenant sweat. 
On the salt night, white from
the trolling of  the fish spirits, 
I taste the difference on my lips.
My mother told me the salt balm 
was their desire to return to 
once-kin, uru. She told me 
the salt left on the skin was 
the grit in a song of  longing.
But my father said the shedding 
of  salt was the endless leaching 
of  an unwanted dirt, like a dog 
pulling its arse over the island 
to rub it clean. He would say to me, 
“Even dead with a hook in your 
mouth, uru, it is kinder to be 
in thrall to the sea than the land.”
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from A History of  Dice and Counter Games [No. 42]

In the neo-Enclavist state of  Noi, the game of  Fox is played. Fox is 
notable in that all players lose; it is what they lose that is at stake. 

The enclave is secure apart from woods in the north, where the trees 
narrow to a neck that desperate would-be emigrants can use to escape to 
freedom. The woods seem to offer cover through which to steal unno-
ticed; in reality they are easy to patrol. The guards have been there years 
and know the woods well. Almost everyone is caught. Those captured 
are invited to play Fox (Rebun in the native language) and because refusal 
brings a bullet in the head, everyone accepts the invitation. 

As the guards have patrolled for years, the job has become one of  
near-infinite tedium. This tedium has been soothed by turning Fox 
(once simply a hunt) into a cruel and elaborate torment. The woods are 
now a great game board stretching through the trees in winding trails 
like the parcourses found in Swiss and German woods, the stops the 
boles of  felled trees. Over years the guards have carved concave human 
faces into the cut surface of  these stumps. Stare down into them from 
above and a bowl of  face is seen, the divot of  the nose at the bottom, 
ear-holes drilled to let rainwater out. None of  the guards is an artist so 
the faces are crude, yet the fact the viewer is looking at the inside of  the 
face – like the inner surface of  a carved mask – forgives much of  the 
unskilled working. 

The mouths are unusual. Teeth holes have been drilled vertically into 
the bottom of  the face-bowl, and the ‘teeth’ are slotted in to stand up-
right like the pegs in a cribbage board. These teeth are in reality human 
finger bones: distal, middle and proximal phalanges. The captured are 
given three hours to gather thirty-six of  these finger-bone teeth. The 
rules are simple: find a stump and roll the die given; remove the num-
ber of  finger-bone teeth the die dictates; refrain from cheating, for the 
guards know the trees as well as their own shadows and every bird in the 
forest is a snitch. Not to cheat when life itself  is at stake is an impossible 
thing to ask; however, whether a player cheats or not is immaterial, for 
the guards do not watch and there are no snitch-birds. The guards do 
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not need to watch because there are only thirty-three finger-bones in the 
tooth-holes. The true game is in the wagers placed by the guards, who 
bet on the choice the loser will make, for when the three hours allotted 
for the game have passed, the guards wait at the neck of  the woods to 
discover the outcome chosen―

(i) Fool – Fool abandons the game, fleeing or fighting, and is hunted. Fool 
is shot in the head.
(ii) Beggar – Beggar returns with all thirty-three ‘teeth’ (so is surely a 
cheat) and begs the mercy of  the guards. The guards say Beggar is free 
to leave. After turning to go, Beggar is shot in the head.
(iii) Fox – Fox returns with thirty-six finger-bones. Fox is admired for 
Fox has sacrificed a finger once the trick has been discovered, and not 
only that, has performed the grim task of  stripping the skin and flesh 
from his or her severed digit. There is no disguising the newness of  these 
new bones against the oldness of  the others. A guard, R531, left a jour-
nal of  his time in the woods and wrote of  the knowing moment when 
Fox presents the bones. Both Fox and guard know the other has lied, 
but Fox has the spine to play on. It is the ultimate gamble and all guards 
respect it. The Fox wins freedom, and in honour the three new bones are 
kept for the game, and three old bones are discarded.
(iv) Saint – Saint abides by the rules. Chance is very unlikely to allow 
maximum recovery of  the teeth so only a true player will return with 
fewer than the thirty-three possible. (The possibility the player is a mo-
ron doesn’t seem to be considered.) Saint is returned to the enclave un-
harmed. 

Experimental probabilities taken from R531’s journal are: Fool 
[0.51], Beggar [0.3], Fox [0.18], Saint [0.01]. R531 records only one Saint 
in his journal. We don’t know the guard R531’s name but we do know 
the Saint’s, the woman for whom honesty was more prized than life: 
Carlotta Hieronymi-Ubny. 
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SiO5045, Jane Bennett: “The big grin”

Jane said, “I was home a day early, the night before I was expected. It was 
late. The house was dark and seemed deserted, but he was there in front 
of  me, full of  rush, weird considering how late it was. He was there with 
a piece he’d picked up in a bar. I knew it at once by the smell. On the 
back of  a door was a strange coat. He saw this and opened the hall cup-
board door to swing open and hide the coat. I mean, he has the reflexes 
and morals of  an assassin. Problem is there’s a mirror on the inside and 
the cupboard door came to a stop giving a reflection into the bedroom. 
And there’s this slack slut dressing, except she can’t do her jeans up 
as she’s pulled on his Y-fronts by mistake and the bunched crotch has 
clogged the zip. The opening door and the reflection changed the light 
in the room. She looked up, saw me and gave me an unreadable look. 
Not quite apology, not quite fight. An I’m-in-the-wrong-but-I’m-not-ashamed 
kind of  look. The game was up. She nudged down her jammed jeans, 
pulling the Y-fronts up. I saw the words The Snakepit stencilled on the 
front. His pants, no denying that. By this time he knew he was caught. 
No excuse, no explanation why there’s a strange woman in our bedroom 
in his used pants in the middle of  the night. He was cooked. There was 
no rescue. I almost heard his mind ticking like a revolver barrel, every 
chamber coming up empty. And then his cornered mind gave him hope. 
I read it in his face. What if  he pulled off  a smile so winning it had the 
power to get him off  the hook? Such a beamer, such a charmer, must 
be theoretically possible? So he went for it. This big, erasing grin. And he 
nailed it. I mean, yes, he looked like a maniac. Desperate. Apologetic 
with a hint of  whaddayagonnado. But he held it. Held the big grin on me, 
staring me in the eyes until his started to water while he waited to see 
the effect. What balls! The shotgun-shell balls of  the man! If  my smile is 
winning enough, I will turn back time. 

“I punched him so hard, and broke my hand so badly, the doctors 
had to remove one of  my knuckles.”
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